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RAMSES II LEOPARD 32
BASE:  CASTELLAMMARE NAPLES



SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 32.20 mt
Beam: 1.20 mt
Draft: 7.35  mt
Built: 2006
Refit: 2021
Cruising speed: 30 Kn
Fuel Consumption: 1000 Litres/Hr

WATER TOYS
2023: New Williams tender Jet 4,50 mt - 150 
HP engine
2 x "Nav Bow" underwater scooters (similar 
to Seabob)
2 SUP
Inflatables
Snorkelling gear

 EQUIPMENT
All TV new in 2022: 
LG 44" smart TV in salon
Sony 60" smart TV in dining room
Master and VIP: LG 44" smart TV

 

.

Ramses II', Leopard 32 fly, is available for charter for up 
to 9 guests in 4 suites, with 5 crew members who will 
look after her guests. Built in 2006 she underwent 
various refits in 2018 and 2021 when the present owner 
bought her, and received a full hull painting in winter 
2023/24.

Twin cabins: LG 24" smart TV 
Denon hi-fi Bluetooth system in salon and 
each cabin (independent)

SKY TV, Netflix, DAZN 
Starlink WIFI
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Spacious & Accessible 

Ascending from the bathing platform, 
guests are greeted by staircases leading 
to the cockpit, where sunbeds invite 
them to promising moments of 
relaxation amidst sips of refreshing 
cocktails. Beyond lies a dining table, to 
host up to 9 guests in tasty meals or 
laid-back brunches prepared by her 
onboard Chef.

Venturing forward along the 
walk-around, another sunning area 
awaits, offering an idyllic spot for sun 
worshippers. Ascending to the 
flybridge reveals a charmingly snug 
retreat, thoughtfully designed for 
indulging in leisurely aperitivi and 
alfresco dining, all while cocooned 
under the cool shade of a sun tent, 
tailored to guests' preferences.
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Timeless & Bright

Step into the welcoming living area 
of the yacht, where bright and 
inviting interiors embrace you. 
Two expansive sofas flank the space 
on each side, inviting relaxation 
and socializing, while a large TV 
promises entertainment. At the 
heart of the room sits a lovely 
coffee table, perfect for gathering 
around for drinks or casual 
conversation.
The main deck forward area, hosts 
an interior dining table, equipped 
with another TV, the area is 
bathed in natural light streaming 
through skylights, creating an airy 
and serene atmosphere for 
enjoying meals whilst looking at 
the sky.
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Descending to the lower deck reveals 
4 cozy suites, providing 
accommodation for up to 9 guests. 
The Master suite offers a relaxed 
lounge area with a desk for added 
convenience, alongside an ensuite 
bathroom equipped with a bath for 
leisurely soaks. A VIP suite exudes 
elegance and comfort and two twin 
cabins, one with an extra pullman 
bed, cater to varied preferences, each 
featuring its own ensuite bathroom.

Cosy & Charming
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Ramses II Layout*

*Please note that the yacht shown in this photo is for illustrative 
purposes only and may not be the same as the yacht featured in 
the brochure.


